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We present results of the first intercomparison of real-time instruments for gas/particle partitioning of 

organic species. Four new instruments that directly measure gas/particle partitioning in near-real time 

were deployed at the Centreville, Alabama, Supersite of the Southern Oxidant Aerosol Study (SOAS) in 

the southeastern United States in the summer of 2013. Two were Filter Inlet for Gases and AEROsols 

High-Resolution Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometers (FIGAERO-HRToF-CIMS) with acetate (A-

CIMS) and iodide (I-CIMS) ionization sources, respectively, the third was a Thermal Desorption Aerosol 

GC-MS (TAG), and the fourth was a High-Resolution Thermal Desorption Proton-Transfer Reaction 

Mass Spectrometer (HR-TD-PTRMS). Signals from these instruments corresponding to elemental 

formulas of several organic acids are chosen for comparison of the measured gas/particle partitioning. 

Average partitioning of all common measured species shows a trend between TAG and A-CIMS with a 

slope of 1.86; between I-CIMS and A-CIMS with a slope of 1.68; and between PTRMS and A-CIMS and 

with a slope of 0.41. The comparison of time series show a substantial amount of scatter that is often 

averaged out in diurnal cycles to show similar diurnal trends, and absolute values that often agree within 

the error of the instruments. When the differences in partitioning observed among instruments are outside 

the estimated measurement errors, the causes may be due to measurement of different isomers resulting 

from differences in chemical sensitivities for different instruments, thermal decomposition during the 

heating cycles of the various instruments, or to other unidentified instrumental issues. There is some 

evidence for the presence of several isomers for several of the exact masses studied here from 

measurements using an ion mobility-CIMS at the field site. There is also evidence for the presence of 

several isomers and some thermal decomposition from the signal profiles of the heating cycles of the 
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CIMS instruments. This study shows promise for a measurement that was not feasible until very recently, 

while it also points to the difficulty of this measurement and its interpretation in a complex ambient 

environment, and the need for further improvements in measurement methodologies. Further 

intercomparisons under controlled laboratory conditions are recommended.   
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1.     Introduction 

Atmospheric aerosols have important effects on human health (Pope et al., 2009), visibility (Watson, 

2002), and Earth’s climate (Alley et al., 2007). Aerosols affect climate directly by scattering or absorbing 

light and indirectly by altering cloud brightness, lifetime, and precipitation (Alley et al., 2007). Recently, 

a long-term impact of aerosols on biogeochemical cycles has also been proposed with a radiative forcing 

comparable to that of the aerosol direct effect (Mahowald, 2011). Submicron particles are the most active 

climatically and most important for human health impact, and organic aerosols (OA) represents a 

substantial fraction of their mass (Kanakidou et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2007; Jimenez et al., 2009).  

     OA can be classified into Primary OA (POA) that is directly emitted by both natural and 

anthropogenic sources and Secondary OA (SOA) that is formed by oxidation of gas-phase compounds 

followed by the gas-to-particle condensation of less volatile products (Pankow, 1994; Donahue et al., 

2006; Jimenez et al., 2009) or by aqueous-phase chemistry (Lim et al., 2010; Ervens, 2015). Studies have 

demonstrated that a major fraction of OA is SOA across urban, rural and remote sites (de Gouw et al., 

n.d.; Hallquist et al., n.d.; Jimenez et al., n.d.). The formation, aging, chemical properties, and lifetime of 

OA are not well understood (Goldstein and Galbally, 2007; De Gouw and Jimenez, 2009; Hallquist et al., 

2009), and these large uncertainties often lead to discrepancies between models and measurements of 

aerosol loading (de Gouw, 2005; Volkamer et al., 2006; Dzepina et al., 2009; Tsigaridis et al., 2014).  

SOA has been long assumed to be semivolatile (Odum et al., 1996), however in the last few years 

several studies have suggested that some of the model/measurement discrepancies might be due to non-

equilibrium gas/particle partitioning caused by kinetic limitations caused by the formation of glassy or 

semi-solid phases (Vaden et al., 2010, 2011; Virtanen et al., 2010). However, whether and when such 

limitations apply is currently controversial (Virtanen et al., 2010; Vaden et al., 2010, 2011; Shiraiwa et 

al., 2011; Perraud et al., 2012; Price et al., 2013; Renbaum-Wolff et al., 2013; Saleh et al., 2013; O’Brien 

et al., 2014; Yatavelli et al., 2014; Upshur et al., 2014; F.D. Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2015; Yong Jie Li et al., 

2015).  To better understand and predict formation, growth, evolution, and losses of SOA, it is critical to 

understand gas/particle partitioning of organic species in the real atmosphere. Most studies to date 
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addressing the kinetic limitations to partitioning have been indirect methods and without chemical 

specificity. Accurate, direct, and fast time-resolution measurements of the gas/particle partitioning of key 

OA species are needed to resolve these discrepancies and clarify the representation of OA in atmospheric 

models. 

Recently the direct in-situ measurement of the gas/particle partitioning of organic species and/or 

groups of species has become possible due to new instrumental developments (Holzinger et al., 2010b; 

Yatavelli and Thornton, 2010; Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2013; Rollins et al., 2013; Isaacman et al., 2014). 

However these different measurements of particle-phase fractions have not been previously compared to 

our knowledge. 

 Because of their vapor pressure range, organic acids commonly partition between the gas and 

particle phases at typical atmospheric OA loading (~0.1-100 µg m-3). Organic acids are abundant in the 

atmosphere (Chebbi and Carlier, 1996; Yatavelli et al., 2015) and are important oxidation products of 

anthropogenic and biogenic volatile organic carbon (VOC) species and contributors to SOA (Veres et al., 

2011; Andrews et al., 2012; Vogel et al., 2013). Despite their ubiquity and importance, the gas/particle 

partitioning dynamics and equilibria of organic acids are still poorly uncharacterized.   

 Here, we compare results from four instruments that directly measured gas/particle partitioning 

of organic acids and related species with high time resolution for measurements collected at the ground 

supersite of the 2013 SOAS field study in the southeastern United States (Hu et al., 2015).  

2.   Instrumentation and Methods 

Four instruments are compared in this study: Two filter inlet for gas and aerosol (FIGAERO) 

high-resolution–time-of-flight–chemical-ionization mass spectrometer (HRToF-CIMS) operated by 

different groups and with different ionization methods, a thermal-desorption aerosol gas chromatograph 

(TAG), and a high-resolution–thermal-desorption–proton-transfer-reaction mass spectrometer (HR-TD-

PTRMS). All four instruments use thermal desorption to evaporate the particle-phase compounds before 

measurement. Details about each instrument can be found below and a diagram of the respective heating 

profiles experienced by a typical compound (desorbing at 100oC) is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the temperature profiles that a typical compound would experience in the 

gas and particle phase in each instrument. The example compound is assumed to have a volatility such 

that it would thermally desorb at 100 ºC. The width of the thermal desorption curve (Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 

2015) is ignored for the purposes of this diagram.  

 

 For the CIMS instruments the temperature ramp acts such that the molecules do not encounter a 

temperature greater than their thermal desorption temperature, decreasing the likelihood of thermal 

decomposition. In the PTRMS (which uses heated transfer lines) and the TAG (where a higher 

temperature is needed for a compound to flow quickly through the column) higher temperatures are 

experienced. That might increase the chances of thermal decomposition, although the residence times and 

materials that the species come into contact in the different instruments may also play a role. It has been 
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shown that some isoprene SOA oligomers do decompose in the I-CIMS at temperatures below 100oC 

(Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2015) and the same is likely true in the other instruments. Note that no gas phase 

drying was applied to any instrument.  

2.1.   FIGAERO-HRToF-CIMS 

Two of the instruments compared in this study use two versions of the same gas/particle inlet, 

followed by high-resolution chemical ionization mass spectrometric detection either with acetate (A-

CIMS) or iodide (I-CIMS) reagent ions. The key components of this instrument are described in detail 

elsewhere (Yatavelli and Thornton, 2010; Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2013; Yatavelli et al., 2014). Briefly, it is 

composed of three stages.  

The first stage is the FIGAERO (Filter Inlet for Gases and AEROsols), an inlet designed to 

simultaneously sample atmospheric gases and aerosols on a semi-continuous basis (Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 

2013). The inlet switches between different modes to measure gas and particle phase compounds. In the 

“sampling” mode, ambient air is drawn through the gas phase inlet and analyzed, while aerosols are 

simultaneously collected on a Tefllon filter. During the “desorption mode,” both atmospheric sampling 

flows are still drawn through their inlets at the same rates (to avoid transient losses / sources in both inlets 

due to inlet adsorption / desorption if the flow was interrupted), but are bypassed directly into the pumps 

at the latest possible point. Meanwhile the aerosols are thermally desorbed off the filter and sampled into 

the instrument. Aerosol desorption is accomplished by heating ultra-high purity (UHP) nitrogen at a 

steady ramp rate of 17 ⁰C per minute up to 200 ⁰C while flowing it over the filter for 10 min. The 

nitrogen flow is then held at 200 ⁰C for 20 additional min to increase the desororption of low volatility 

material and thus reduce any carry-over for the next collection / desorption cycle. Finally, room-

temperature N2 is passed over the filter for 5 min to cool the filter and its enclosure before initiating the 

next aerosol collection cycle. This entire cycle is repeated continuously every 55 minutes. Every 6th cycle 

is a “zero cycle,” where UHP nitrogen is sampled through the gas inlet and a filter is placed in front of the 

particle phase inlet, using the same timing as described above for the ambient measurements, in order to 

regularly quantify the instrument and inlet backgrounds for both modes of operation.  
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The second stage of the instrument is the chemical ionization region (also known as ion-molecule 

reaction region, IMR). Chemical ionization (CI) enables sensitive and selective detection of targeted 

compounds. This region was set up with either acetate reagent ion or iodide reagent ion and are described 

in the following sections.  

The third stage is the high-resolution–time-of-flight mass spectrometer, which rapidly (33 kHz 

averaged to 1 s) acquires the entire mass spectrum. The high-resolving power (R>4000 at m/z 300 in V 

ion-path mode as used here) of this stage allows for estimation of the elemental composition of many of 

the measured compounds (Decarlo et al., 2006; Yatavelli et al., 2012). Only the elemental composition of 

the analyte can be determined using this method, while structural isomers cannot be distinguished. In 

addition the instrument resolution is not sufficient to resolve all possible ions that could be present, which 

introduces some ambiguity in the analysis, especially for small peaks in a peak ensemble (Stark et al., 

2015) 

The A-CIMS is first described in detail, while the description of the I-CIMS summarizes the key 

differences with the A-CIMS.  

2.1.1.   Acetate CIMS 

  In the “sampling” mode, ambient air is drawn at 10 standard liters per minute (slpm) through a 6 

m long 0.95 cm inner diameter Teflon tube, and then subsampled at the instrument entrance at 2 slpm, 

with a total inlet residence time of 2.5 s. Gas-phase species are analyzed continuously during the sampling 

phase. Simultaneously, aerosols are collected for 20 min on a Teflon filter at 10 slpm through a 0.95 cm 

inner diameter copper tube, also approximately 6 m in length, with an inlet residence time of 2.5 s. Both 

inlets sampled from approximately 6 meters off the ground.  

In this source configuration, acetate ions [CH3C(O)O-] abstract a proton from organic acids, 

typically without (or with limited) fragmentation. This CI method is discussed in detail elsewhere (Veres 

et al., 2008). In the chemical ionization region, 2 slpm of sample gas is mixed with a 2 slpm flow 

containing the reagent ions. Acetate reagent ions are formed by flowing 2 slpm UHP nitrogen containing 

acetic anhydride (from bubbling the nitrogen through liquid acetic anhydride) through a Po-210 ionizer 
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(10 mCi). A residence time of ~100 ms in the CI region allows for the reagent ion / sample molecule 

reactions to proceed (~85 mbar). 0.5 slpm is then pulled into the mass spectrometer through an orifice, 

while the rest of the flow is exhausted through a pump. Due to the selective chemical ionization scheme 

used, most molecules detected are thought to be acids (Veres et al., 2008).  

All data were processed using the custom Tofware software package (version 2.4.3; Tofwerk AG, 

Thun, Switzerland; Aerodyne Research Inc. Billerica, MA, USA (Stark et al., 2015) within Igor Pro 

(version 6.32; Wavemetrics, Inc., Lake Oswego, OR, USA).  

2.1.2.   I-CIMS 

 This instrument is conceptually identical to the one described above except for the reagent ion. 

This instrument uses I- as a reagent ion to selectively ionize relatively oxidized molecules. (Lee et al., 

2014). The instrument was used with a FIGAERO collector and high-resolution mass spectrometer in the 

same way the A-CIMS was described above. The two FIGAERO collectors were built separately 

following the same design (by UW for the I-CIMS and by Aerodyne/Colorado for the A-CIMS).  

2.2.   TAG 

A dual-cell Semivolatile Thermal desorption Aerosol Gas chromatograph (SV-TAG) with in-situ 

derivatization provided hourly measurement of functionalized semi- and low-volatile organic compounds 

in the gas- and particle-phases. A detailed description of this instrument has been provided elsewhere 

(Isaacman et al., 2014), and is only briefly summarized here. Sample air is drawn through an inlet and 

into two identical cells for collection and thermal desorption (CTD cells), which are collected at the same 

time then analyzed in series. The inlet is 2 stages: a “chimney” followed by a sub-sample line off the 

center stream. Air is pulled at ~200 slmp through a 38.7 cm wide cleaned steel duct (“chimney”) from an 

height of ~4 m above ground (residence time ~10-15 s). The TAG subsamples at 20 slpm (10 per cell) 

from the center stream through ~1 m of 0.95 cm ID clean stainless steel (SS) tubing. Each cell consists of 

a high-surface-area  passivated SS metal fiber filter (Zhao et al., 2013) in a thermally controlled housing, 

which quantitatively collect gas and particle-phase compounds with a volatility as high as that of 

tetradecane (C* = 1e7 µg m-3) (Zhao et al., 2013). During sample collection, one cell samples through a 
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400-channel cylindrical activated-carbon denuder (30 mm OD x 40.6 mm length; MAST Carbon) to 

remove gas-phase species. Simultaneous collection of total (undenuded) and particle-only (denuded) 

samples, followed by sequential analysis of the samples and subtraction to calculate gas concentrations, 

allows a direct calculation of gas/particle partitioning of the measured species. A typical duty cycle 

consists of 22 min of sampling on both cells, injection of standards (2 min), two-step desorption (12 min) 

and chromatographic analysis (14 min) of CTD1, and then desorption and analysis of CTD2 (14 min), 

while collection of the subsequent sample begins after exactly 60 min from the previous collection start. 

During analysis, samples are thermally desorbed into a helium purge flow saturated with derivatizing 

agent (MSTFA, N-Methyl-N-(trimethylsilyl)-trifluoroacetamide) in a two-step purge-and-trap method. 

Conversion of hydroxyl groups into silyl ethers and esters using MSTFA during the first stage of 

desorption allows quantitative analysis of highly polar compounds by gas chromatography/mass 

spectrometry (GC/MS).  Analysis was performed using a custom-modified 7890A gas chromatograph 

(Agilent Technologies) equipped with a nonpolar column (20 m x 0.18 mm x 0.18 um, Rxi-5Sil MS; 

Restek) coupled to a 5975C unit-resolution quadrupole mass spectrometer (Agilent Technologies). Data 

was analyzed using custom TAG-specific software written in Igor Pro.  

2.3.   HR-TD-PTRMS 

This instrument (hereinafter “PTRMS” for short) consists of a modified-commercial PTRMS 

instrument (PTR-TOF 8000, Ionicon Analytik GmbH, Innsbruck, Austria) with a high mass-resolution 

time-of-flight mass spectrometer (H-TOF, Tofwerk AG, Thun, Switzerland, same TOF analyzer used by 

A-CIMS and I-CIMS) with separate gas and aerosol inlets. We note that a PTRMS is technically an H3O+ 

CIMS but keep the former terminology as it is more commonly used in the literature. A custom-made 

sampler box contains 3 denuders in series to sample gas-phase species: 1st denuder DB-1 column, 0.53 mm 

x 5.0 μm for capturing Semivolatile Organic Compounds [SVOCs], 2nd denuder DB-1 column, 0.53 mm x 

5.0 μm for capturing any leftover SVOCs, and 3rd denuder- activated carbon for capturing VOCs. SVOCs 

and VOCs are sampled through the denuder box for 30 minutes at a flow rate of 1 slpm. After sampling, a 
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reverse flow of UHP N2 (70 sccm) was applied, and the PTRMS sampled the effluent N2 from the denuder 

system containing the sampled molecules. The collection and analysis of particles have been described in 

detail by Holzinger et al. ( 2010a, 2010b). In a separate aerosol collection channel, particles in the size 

range 0.07–2 μm were collected by impaction on a Collection-Thermal-Desorption (CTD) cell. Aerosols 

collected from a total volume of 150–220 liters of air were desorbed from the CTD cell into a UHP N2 flow 

of 7 mL min-1. Thermally desorption increased the temperature in steps of 25oC min-1 for 16 min, up to a 

maximum of 350oC. The N2 with the desorbed aerosol species was analyzed with the PTRMS. All transfer 

lines to the PTRMS were made of Sulfinert-coated (Restek) stainless steel and were heated continuously 

(200oC) to avoid re-condensation of evaporated organic material. Gas-phase background was measured 

every 9 hours by sampling ambient air through a platinum catalyst at 500oC, while aerosol background 

(sampling through a Teflon membrane filter, Zefluor 2.0 μm, Pall Corp.) was measured every other 

measurement cycle. A total of 16 measurement cycles were performed per day. Each cycle was completed 

in 90 min and included the analysis of the first CTD cell aerosol samples, second CTD cell aerosol samples 

(background), and the denuder gas samples. All data were processed using custom IDL software following 

Holzinger et al. (2010b).  

2.4.   Gas/particle partitioning calculations. 

All gas/particle partitioning measurements are expressed as fractions of a given species (i) in the 

particle phase (Fp,i), calculated as the ratio of the measured particle-phase concentration to the measured 

total concentration (gas plus particle) after subtraction of any instrument backgrounds, i.e.: 

𝐹𝑝,𝑖 =
𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒

(𝐺𝑎𝑠+𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒)
 .       (1) 

   

2.5.   Uncertainty Estimation 

Measurement uncertainties were estimated for each instrument based on its particular 

measurement method. Note that the estimated errors do not include uncharacterized errors that may be 

factors such as interfering isotopes, decomposition, oligomer interference, or various sampling artifacts. 
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For A-CIMS and I-CIMS, the total uncertainty is calculated as the combination of the estimated accuracy 

and precision:  

 

𝜎𝐹𝑝 =  √𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦2 + 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛2 .    (2) 

 

 

Particle and gas-phase signals are calculated for the CIMS instruments as 

 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = (𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑟𝑎𝑤 − 𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑) ∗ 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦  . (3) 

 

  

Each of the three components (signal, background, and sensitivity, for the gas and particle phase 

measurements) has an accuracy and a precision, resulting in up to 12 components contributing to the 

overall Fp uncertainty. The estimation methods for each of these 12 components can be found in the 

supplemental information Table 1.  

 

 Calculated A-CIMS I-CIMS 

Particle Phase Errors    

Particle Signal 

Accuracy 

From particle phase 

calibration. Repeats of 

same concentration 

9.1% 12% 

Particle Background 

Accuracy 
 N/A 5% 

Particle Sensitivity 

Accuracy 
 N/A 12% 

Particle Signal 

Precision 

Standard deviation of 

steady particle phase signal 
6.24 10% 

Particle Background 

Precision 

Standard deviation of 

background signals 
20% 2.5% 

Particle Sensitivity 

Precision 

From repeated calibrations 

of a compound 
24% 20% 

Gas Phase Errors    

Gas Signal Accuracy 

From gas phase calibration. 

Repeats of same 

concentration 

4.1% 17% 

Gas Background 

Accuracy 
 N/A 40% 

Gas Sensitivity 

Accuracy 
 N/A 12% 

Gas Signal Precision 
Standard deviation of 

steady signal 
22% 1% 
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Gas Background 

Precision 

Standard deviation of 

background signals 
5.5% 12% 

Gas Sensitivity 

Precision 

From repeated calibration 

of a compound 
20% 10% 

 

Table 1. Summary of the components in the error calculation for the two FIGAERO CIMS instruments.  

 

All estimated uncertainties (shown as error bars) are 1. Further information on the CIMS error estimates 

can be found in Lopez-Hilfiker et al. (2014).  

All Fp values from the TAG have an estimated total relative uncertainty of ±15% (1). Further 

information on the estimation of this value can be found in Isaacman et al. (2014). All PTRMS Fp values 

have an estimated total relative uncertainty of ±30% (1). Further information on the estimation of this 

value can be found in (Holzinger et al., 2010b).  

2.6.   Ion Mobility Nitrate CIMS 

 Ion mobility-mass spectrometry (Eiceman and Karpas, 2010) measurements were 

obtained from a drift-tube ion mobility spectrometer coupled to a high-resolution time-of-flight 

mass spectrometer (IMS-TOF; Tofwerk AG, Thun, Switzerland). The instrument has been 

described in detail in previous publications (Kaplan et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2014). The IMS-

TOF was deployed during SOAS with a custom-built nitrate-ion (NO3
-) chemical ionization 

source initiated with an X-ray ionizer (Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu, Japan). Data were 

post-processed and analyzed using the Tofware IMS data analysis package for Igor Pro. 

Additional results from the IMS-TOF at the SOAS site will be described in a forthcoming 

publication. 

2.7. Modeling 

 Gas/particle partitioning was also modelled using equilibrium partitioning theory for absorptive 

partitioning into the organic aerosol phase (Pankow, 1994; Donahue et al., 2006) with the following 

equations:   
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𝐹𝑝,𝑖 = (1 +
𝐶𝑖

∗

𝐶𝑂𝐴
)

−1

     (4) 

𝐶𝑖
∗ =  

𝑀𝑖106𝜁𝑖𝑃𝑖

760𝑅𝑇
      (5) 

Where i represents a given species, Fp is fraction in the particle phase, Ci* is the saturation mass 

concentration (µg m-3), COA is the organic aerosol mass concentration (µg m-3), Mi is the molecular weight 

(g mol-1), ζ is the activity coefficient (assumed = 1), Pi is the pure component liquid vapor pressure (Torr), 

R is the universal gas constant (8.2x10-5 m3 atm K-1 mol-1), and T is the ambient temperature (K). Values 

for C* can be found in Table S1. 

 The partitioning of the compounds to the aqueous phase was also estimated. Using an average 

aerosol liquid water content of 15 g m-3 (Nguyen et al., 2014) and literature values for Henry’s Law 

Constants (Compernolle and Müller, 2013) of 1.3 x 109 for hydroxy glutaric acid, 1.4 x 108 for pinic acid 

and 202 (all in M atm-1) for pinonic acid we estimated partitioning fractions to the aerosol liquid water of 

0.32, 0.05 and 7 x 10-8 respectively. So for hydroxy glutaric acid, partitioning to the aqueous phase may 

be playing a significant role, while it plays less of a role for pinic acid and is not playing a role at all for 

pinonic acid. This will be discussed in detail later.  

2.8.  SOAS Field Study 

All the instruments were deployed during the SOAS field study at the ground-based supersite in 

Centreville, Alabama, in the summer of 2013. The study is described in detail elsewhere (Hu et al., 2015). 

We selected a time period for intercomparisons of about nine days, 17-25 June, 2013, during which all 

four instruments were sampling simultaneously. Appendix B shows the average diurnal cycles of 

temperature, relative humidity, and organic aerosol concentration. Temperatures ranged from 22-28ºC, 

RH ranged from 70-100% with sporadic precipitation, and organic aerosol ranging from 4-9 µg m-3 on 

average.   

3. Results and Discussion 

The results are separated into two sections. The first section compares the results from A-CIMS, I-

CIMS, and TAG. The second compares the A-CIMS and the PTRMS. This structure was chosen because 
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the TAG and I-CIMS did not measure any common compounds with the PTRMS and thus a comparison 

between those instrument pairs is not possible. A table of all the compounds discussed in this paper and 

their elemental formulas can be found in the supplementary information in Appendix A.  

3.1.   Comparison of A-CIMS, I-CIMS and TAG 

Three acids were measured by all three instruments. These were the only three acids that were 

positively identified with the TAG, that were also seen by the A-CIMS and I-CIMS. The three 

compounds span a large range of Fp values (from all 3 instruments), from 0.04 to 0.88. We first present a 

summary of the comparison for the averages of the whole period sample, followed by a detailed time-

resolved analysis of the comparisons for individual compounds. 

3.1.1.   Comparison of Whole-Period Averages 

The average measured Fp for the three common species and the entire sampling period are 

compared in Figure 2a.  
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Figure 2. Scatter plots of the average measured Fp (a), particle concentration (b), gas concentration (c) 

and total concentration (d) over the entire overlap period from TAG and I-CIMS vs. A-CIMS.  Each point 

represents one compound.   

 

All three instruments show a consistent trend across across the entire range of possible Fp values 

(0–1). The average partitioning values show slopes of 1.86 (r2=0.99) and 1.68 (r2=0.98) for TAG/A-

CIMS and I-CIMS/A-CIMS, respectively. The I-CIMS measures consistently higher Fp values than the 

A-CIMS, but within the estimated uncertainties of the measurements, while the TAG measures higher 

values than the A-CIMS than can not be explained by the estimated uncertainties. Note that the estimated 

errors do not include uncharacterized errors that may be factors such as interfering isotopes, 

decomposition, oligomer interference, or various sampling artifacts discussed above. All instruments 

report gas, particle, and total concentrations of the same order of magnitude, typically of tens of ng m-3 for 
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the species studied. The absolute concentrations measured show varying degrees of agreement and 

correlation. The TAG and A-CIMS show excellent agreement for the average particle phase 

concentrations where the Fp values did not (Fig. 2b), while the gas-phase measurements show more 

scatter, primarily due to a x2.5 lower pinic acid gas-phase concentration in TAG vs. A-CIMS (Fig. 2c). I-

CIMS vs. A-CIMS particle phase concentrations are of the same order but show significant scatter, while 

the gas phase concentrations are much lower in the I-CIMS than in the A-CIMS for the two lower 

volatility species. For the total concentrations an anti-correlation is observed. Thus the study-average 

comparison shows mixed results: concentrations are of the same order and Fp values show high 

correlation, but there are substantial disagreements in some of the concentrations. In the next 3 sections 

we explore the three comparisons at high time resolution. The time resolution used here is one hour, 

which is the duty cycle of most of the instruments.  

3.1.2. Detailed Comparisons for Pinonic Acid 

All three instruments measured C10H16O3 (“pinonic acid,” where the quotes indicate some 

ambiguity on the true species detected, as discussed below). The CIMSs identified it via its elemental 

formula, and with the TAG by a match of retention time and mass spectrum with a standard. We note that 

the CIMS measurements may also include other species of the same elemental composition, and the same 

applies to other species intercompared and discussed below. There are many possible isomers for this 

elemental formula, several of which are acids (measurable by the A-CIMS) and other oxidized 

compounds (potentially measurable by the I-CIMS). Pinonic acid is an oxidation product of -pinene 

(Szmigielski et al., 2007) and so its presence is expected at this field site where -pinene was abundant. 

Figure 3 shows the time series, scatter plot, and diurnal cycle of Fp (top), particle phase concentration 

(second row), gas phase concentration (third row) and total (particle + gas) concentration (bottom). This 

species was mostly in the gas phase with an Fp below 7%, according to all instruments.  
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Figure 3. Time series (left), scatter plots (center) and diurnal cycles (right) of the measured particle-phase 

fraction (Fp, top row), and particle phase (2nd row), gas phase (3rd row) and total concentrations (bottom 

row) for C10H16O3 (“pinonic acid”) for the A-CIMS, I-CIMS, and TAG. Error bars represent estimated 

instrumental uncertainties as described in section 2.5. Modeled values for Fp are also shown in the top 

row. Regressions are fixed through origin and done with ODR. 
 

A substantial degree of scatter is observed in all comparisons, with R2 in the range 0.34-0.80. The TAG 

and A-CIMS show stronger agreement for concentrations. In contrast, the I-CIMS tends to report lower 

concentrations than the A-CIMS, with lower correlation than TAG/A-CIMS for some parameters and 

higher for others. Averaging the individual data points into diurnal cycles results in smooth variations in 

most cases, with similar trends as already discussed. All the instruments are consistent with the absorptive 

partitioning model predictions (yellow), showing this species to be almost entirely in the gas phase, 
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though none are as low as the model and all show different diurnal cycles than predicted. There is a 

substantial uncertainty in the model predictions due to large uncertainties in vapor pressures (Bilde et al., 

2015), which could account for some of the model / measurement differences. Partitioning to the aqueous 

phase predicts an even lower value by several orders of magnitude.  

There are many possible reasons for the disagreement between the instruments. The individual 

points display substantial scatter that may be partially due to noise in the measurements. It may also be 

that the CIMS instruments are measuring different isomers with the same elemental composition, whose 

concentration ratio can also vary with time. Note that it is also possible that the CIMS instruments are 

measuring the same several species, but with different relative sensitivities, which would result in 

different convolutions of the species time series. The instruments have significant differences in their 

thermal desorption profiles (Fig. 1). In particular the TAG heats the particle-phase compounds prior to 

analysis to much higher temperatures than needed for thermal desorption temperature; and the TAG heats 

the gas-phase species while this is not the case on the CIMS. The TAG also subjects the compounds to 

two heat ramps compared to one for the CIMS. In all instruments there may be false particle phase signal 

due to larger molecules (oligomers) decomposing at higher temperatures into the detected smaller species 

(monomers), leading to a larger measured Fp than would be expected given the measured species 

composition (Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2015). There may also be some thermal decomposition of the 

compound of interest for the CIMS during the particle analysis but not the gas-phase analysis, leading to 

lower measured Fp. The extent of thermal decomposition in each instrument will depend on the species, 

temperature time profiles, as well as the materials that the species comes into contact. Although the 

stronger heating described above might indicate that the TAG might have higher thermal decomposition, 

at present it is not possible to predict relative trends between the instruments owing to their many 

differences. Some insight into the thermal decomposition issue can be obtained from the CIMS 

thermograms, and this is discussed below. We recommend future laboratory studies to characterize the 

response of each instrument to the species of interest. 
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To further investigate these discrepancies, two deeper aspects of the A-CIMS measurements were 

investigated. Figure 4a shows the high resolution peak fitting used to identify this elemental formula at 

m/z 183 in the A-CIMS.  

 

 

Figure 4. Additional information for the formula C10H16O3 (pinonic acid and isomers, measured in the A-

CIMS as C10H15O3
-). (a) High resolution signal fits averaged over one day. Formula under study is in 

bold. (b) Signal vs temperature for several ambient heating cycles during SOAS (red) as the FIGAERO 

filter is slowly heated (see text for details). Heating cycles selected at random over the 10 days of the 

study and encompass a range of days and time of day. A calibration thermogram with a mixture of acids 

is shown in yellow.  Calibrations carried out in a mixture of 50 compounds of varying volatility with each 

individual compound making up to 4% of the total deposited on the filter, but the ambient aerosol will 

have a different composition and also contains substantial fractions of inorganic species that were not 

present in the calibration mixture. The amount deposited was kept close to ambient amounts.  

 

The peak under study (C10H15O3
-) is a part of a much larger peak, making its area more difficult to 

quantify, even though the group of peaks is well fit. Figure 4b shows several thermal desorption profiles 

from the A-CIMS instrument for the  signal measured at the m/z with formula C10H15O3
- (pinonic acid), 

along with an example calibration profile of pinonic acid. The ambient thermal desorption profiles were 

randomly selected and cover a range of different times of day over the 10 days being compared in this 

study. Calibrations were conducted by deposition of a known amount of pinonic acid (in solution) onto 

the FIGAERO filter. See figure caption for more details on the calibration mixture. The calibration 

compound desorbs from the filter at much lower temperatures (~60º C), than the ambient data (~120º C). 
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It is possible that the ambient signal is not dominated by pinonic acid, but either an isomer with a lower 

vapor pressure (which would cause it to desorb from the filter at higher temperatures), or more likely the 

breakdown of a larger molecule or oligomer detected at this elemental formula. It is also possible that the 

difference is due to different matrix effects between the simple calibration mixture and the complex 

ambient aerosol. These complex aspects of the detection process, which will also present themselves in 

different ways in the other instruments, make it difficult to reach a firm conclusion for the reasons of the 

disagreements observed.  

3.1.3. Detailed Comparisons for Pinic Acid 

The partitioning values for C9H14O4 (“pinic acid”) indicate some level of agreement in the time series, 

shown in Figure 5, with regression slopes of 0.7 (r2=0.31) between I-CIMS/A-CIMS and 1.75 (r2=0.38) 

and TAG/A-CIMS, although neither is well correlated.  
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Figure 5. Time series (left), scatter plots (center) and diurnal cycles (right) of the measured gas/particle 

partitioning (Fp top row), particle phase (2nd row), gas phase (3rd row) and total concentration (bottom 

row) for C9H14O4 (“pinic acid”) the acetate (A-CIMS), I-CIMS, and TAG. Error bars represent 

instrumental error as described in section 2.5.  

 

However, the average diurnal cycles of Fp show a similar temporal trend and magnitude between the 

instruments and the absorptive partitioning model, with higher Fp at night and lower during the day. The 

diurnal trend is more similar to the A-CIMS and I-CIMS (showing a slight offset) but is still close to the 

TAG diurnal cycle which increases later in the night than for the the CIMSs. The prediction of 

partitioning to the aqueous phase suggests a value of 0.05, so while it may contribute, the partitioning 

appears to be dominated by partitioning to the aerosol phase. Unlike pinonic acid, on average pinic acid 
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concentrations agree better for the particle phase data than the gas phase between the A-CIMS and TAG 

(see diurnal cycle), possibly due to the fact that there is more particle-phase signal for pinic acid and 

better S/N. The A-CIMS and TAG instruments show more diurnal variation in the particle and gas 

concentrations, while the I-CIMS change little throughout the day.  Although not easily observable in the 

scatter plot, the gas phase diurnal cycles show an anti-correlation between the TAG and A-CIMS which 

also manifests itself in the total measurement (with somewhat lesser variation), with the A-CIMS 

measuring higher gas phase concentrations than the TAG, and peaking at night while the TAG peaks in 

the afternoon (while the I-CIMS stays fairly constant throughout the day). These complex differences 

might be due to some of the reasons discussed above, e.g. A-CIMS being more sensitive to an isomer of 

C9H14O4 which is produced at during the day.  

 In Figure 6 the same additional A-CIMS and IMS-TOF information is shown for this elemental 

formula.  
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Figure 6. Extra information for the formula C9H14O4 (pinic acid and isomers, measured in the A-CIMS as 

C9H13O4
-). (A) High resolution signal fits averaged over one day. Formula under study is in bold. (B) Two 

one hour averaged ion mobility spectra, taken with an ion mobility nitrate chemical ionization mass 

spectrometer (C). Heating cycles from the A-CIMS, showing field data (red) vs temperature as the 

FIGAERO filter is slowly heated (see text for details). A calibration with a mixture is shown in yellow. 

See Figure 4 for more calibration details.  

 

Figure 6a shows that this peak (C9H13O4
-) is also a part of a larger group of peaks, adding some 

uncertainty to the quantification of its area. Figure 6b shows two averaged ion mobility spectra for the 

elemental formula C9H14O4, during day and night.  One of the isomers is present in the day and absent at 

night, and the other isomer is present at night and not during the day. Note that the IMS used nitrate 

chemical ionization and as such it may detect a different combination of isomers from the A-CIMS, I-

CIMS and TAG. So while this cannot inform which isomers the A-CIMS detects, it does confirm that 

there are multiple isomers present and that they have variable relative concentrations during the day/night. 

In Figure 6c the ambient thermal desorption profiles show a range of peak desorption temperatures with 

the calibration compound approximately in the middle, in contrast to pinonic acid. The larger ambient 

width could be due to the presence of several isomers at this molecular formula that have slightly 

different volatilities (including thermal decomposition products). It could also be due to changing 

evaporation matrix effects. 

3.1.4. Detailed Comparisons for Hydroxy Glutaric Acid 

 The comparison for C5H8O5 (“hydroxy glutaric acid”), shown in Figure 7, shows similar issues to 

those of the other two examples.  
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Figure 7. Time series (left), scatter plots (center) and diurnal cycles (right) of the measured gas/particle 

partitioning (Fp, top row), particle phase (2nd row), gas phase (3rd row) and total concentration (bottom 

row) for C5H8O5 (hydroxy glutaric acid) the acetate (A-CIMS), I-CIMS, and TAG. Error bars represent 

instrumental error as described in section 2.5. 

 

While there is a significant amount of scatter in Fp here, all instruments show two consistent results: 1) 

the diurnal cycles show a lack of variation over the course of the day, and 2) they all measure high 

particle partitioning values. The absorptive partitioning model predicts high partitioning values that do 

not vary throughout the day as well. The prediction of partitioning to the aqueous phase is 0.32. All the 

traces measure higher partitioning values than that so it again appears to be dominated by partitioning to 
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the aerosol phase. The gas phase shows more consistent concentrations among the three instruments, 

while the I-CIMS measures higher particle concentrations.  

 The high resolution mass spectral fitting for this elemental formula (Figure 8a) shows that 

C5H7O5
- is the main peak at m/z 147 for A-CIMS, making the peak-fitting uncertainty a relatively small 

source of error in the quantification.  

 

Figure 8. Extra information for the formula C5H8O5 (hydroxy glutaric acid and isomers, measured in the 

A-CIMS as C5H8O4
-). (A) HR fits from the A-CIMS. Formula being measured is in bold. (B) Two 

averaged ion mobility spectra, taken with an ion mobility nitrate chemical ionization mass spectrometer. 

(C) Heating cycles from the A-CIMS, showing field data (red) vs temperature as the FIGAERO filter is 

slowly heated (see text for details). A calibration with a mixture is shown in yellow. See Figure 4 for 

more calibration details. 

 

The IMS spectra, shown in Figure 8b, show only one isomer at this elemental formula. All of the thermal 

desorption profiles, shown in Figure 8c, also closely match the calibration compound profile, suggesting 

that other isomers at different volatilities or the thermal decomposition of other compounds are not 

interfering with this signal for the A-CIMS. This still leaves the possibility that the compound itself is 
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partially thermally decomposing during the heating cycle and is therefore under-measured for the particle 

phase.  

3.2. Comparison of A-CIMS and PTRMS 

For the comparison between A-CIMS and PTRMS, 11 elemental formulas were chosen based on 

a match of the elemental formulas assigned to high-resolution peaks in the mass spectra. These are 

compounds for which there are very few possible isomers given their elemental formula (alkanoic acids; 

CXH2YO2).The compounds vary in their level of agreement. The comparison of the averaged Fp values for 

each of the commonly-measured elemental formulas is shown as a scatter plot in Figure 9a.  

 

Figure 9. Scatter plot of the average measured Fp (a), particle concentration (b), gas concentration (c) and 

total concentration (d) over the entire overlap period from PTRMS vs. A-CIMS.  Each points represents 

the average measurement for one compound. Lines of fit from the TAG and I-CIMS are shown in dotted 

lines for reference. 
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Fp measured by the PTRMS are, on average, about half of the Fp (slope = 0.43, r2=0.65) vs. the A-CIMS. 

The largest discrepancy is the particle-phase concentrations (Fig. 9b), as the PTRMS consistently 

measures much lower values, while there is more similarity in the gas-phase and total measurements for 

several compounds (Fig. 9c-d). There are two possible reasons for this difference. First, the heated lines 

(200 °C) used in the PTRMS inlet system expose all compounds to those high temperatures and could 

cause some compounds to thermally decompose. Since both the gas and aerosol use the heated transfer 

lines that decomposition would affect them the same. By comparison, the A-CIMS only exposes the 

compounds to the temperature needed to evaporate them from the FIGAERO filter, and the bulk of the 

measured compounds in this study desorb in the range 70–120 oC. Secondly, the two instruments could be 

measuring isomers with different functional groups, and thus different vapor pressures and partitioning 

values. Given that most of the compounds measured are alkanoic acids, there are only a few other 

possible isomers. One is a hydroxycarbonyl instead of a carboxylic acid group, but according to structure-

activity relationships (Pankow and Asher, 2008) that would not change the estimated vapor pressure of 

the molecule by a substantial amount.  

An example time series of Fp along with gas and particle phase concentrations can be found in 

Figure 10 for “heptadecanoic acid.”   
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Figure 10. Time series (left), scatter plot (center) and diurnal cycle (right) of the measured gas/particle 

partitioning (Fp), particle phase, gas phase, and total concentration for C17H34O2 (heptadecanoic acid) the 

acetate (A-CIMS) and PTRMS.  C* used for the model here is from Nannoolal et al. (2008) 

 

The partitioning values do not agree in either magnitude or temporal trends, with the A-CIMS being 

closer to the model values (see diurnal cycles of Fp). As discussed above for the average data for all 

compounds, the largest difference in concentration is observed for the particle phase, which is much 

lower in the PTRMS than in the A-CIMS. The gas phase concentrations are more similar, although 

neither are well correlated.  Figure 11 shows the thermal desorption profiles for the A-CIMS and the 

PTRMS along with a calibration done with the A-CIMS instrument.  
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Figure 11. Heating cycles from the A-CIMS, showing field data (red) vs filter temperature as the 

FIGAERO filter is slowly heated (see text for details). A calibration with a mixture done with the A-

CIMS is shown in yellow. PTRMS signal vs temperature as the CTD cell is heated is shown in blue (no 

calibration available).  

 

In the A-CIMS the profiles are very consistent and the peak desorption temperature is similar to the 

calibration compound, with the possibility of some interference at higher temperatures. The PTRMS 

shows much higher peak desorption temperatures, which vary from run to run. There is no calibration 

data to compare to for this instrument, but similar compounds tested in previous work suggest that a 

compound of this volatility desorbed around 150ºC. (Holzinger et al., 2010a) 

4. Conclusions 

We have presented the first intercomparison of in-situ near real-time measurements of gas/particle 

partitioning, a very recently developed capability. We use measurements from the SOAS field campaign 

in the southeastern US in the summer of 2013.  Although the individual time series of partitioning 

fractions show a substantial amount of scatter, the three acids compared between the A-CIMS, I-CIMS 

and the TAG span the range of possible Fp values and show better agreement when averaged into 

campaign-long averages. They also follow the trend of model values with species volatility. The fourth 
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instrument, the PTRMS, showed overall lower aerosol partitioning values than the A-CIMS, less than 

half, and most of the difference appears to result from the particle phase measurements.  

Discrepancies could, in part, be attributed to measuring multiple/different isomers of the same 

elemental formula being measured by the different instruments. The ion mobility spectrum shows that 

multiple isomers were present at one of the elemental formulas discussed in this paper, and the thermal 

desorption profiles suggest that there could be multiple isomers present in the particle phase in some 

cases. Thermal decomposition of the molecules of interest in the inlet lines and inside instruments may 

also have contributed to scatter in the partitioning values. Another likely cause for discrepancies is the 

thermal decomposition of larger molecules (oligomers) into smaller molecules (monomers) detected as 

the molecules of interest. Thermal desorption profiles from the A-CIMS shows that thermal 

decomposition of larger oligomers into the compound of interest may be happening in some cases. 

Discrepancies may also be due to inlet losses or other unidentified adsorption/inlet issues.  

It is worth noting that the TAG instrument has already been re-deployed with lower noise and 

estimated uncertainties, and the FIGAERO inlet used on the A-CIMS and I-CIMS has been improved 

since this data was collected. This was the first field campaign where these instruments were together, and 

shows the need for a more thorough instrument comparisons in the laboratory. It also shows the 

importance and value of using all available data when using CIMS measurements (e.g., HR fits, 

thermograms). Finally, there is a pressing need for separation techniques (such as the IMS-TOF) that can 

be interfaced to the CIMS instruments to allow better separation of structural isomers.   
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Appendix A: List of Compounds Compared 

 

Compounds compared between the A-CIMS, I-CIMS, and TAG. Molecular formulas were identified in 

the two CIMS instruments, and compounds were identified in the TAG. See main text for detailed 

interpretation.  

 

Molecular Formula Likely Compound C* Value Source 

C5H8O5 

 

Hydroxy glutaric acid 

 

0.21 (Bilde and Pandis, 2001) 

C9H14O4 

 

Pinic acid 

 

10 (Bilde and Pandis, 2001) 

C10H16O3 Pinonic acid 1000 (Müller et al., 2012) 

 

 

 

Possible compounds compared between the A-CIMS and the PTRMS, identified by their molecular 

formula. The possible compound is one of many possible isomers.  

 

Molecular Formula Possible Compound 

C10H20O2 

 

Decanoic acid 

 

C17H34O2 

 

Heptadecanoic acid 

 

C12H24O2 

 

Lauric acid 

 

C4H6O3 

 

Methacrylic acid epoxide 

 

C14H28O2 

 

Myristic acid 

 

C9H18O2 

 

Nonanoic acid 

 

C16H32O2 

 

Palmitic acid 

 

C15H30O2 

 

Pentadecanoic acid 

 

C8H16O2 Valproic acid 
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Appendix B: Average Conditions at SOAS 

 
 Average diurnal cycle over the 9-day period of organic aerosol concentration, temperature and relative 

humidity.   
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